
BOOK REVIEW 

Learning to Teach 

WHILE reading this book I never 
ceased to be amazed by the opti

mism of Dr Zakir Husain in the face 
of facts. There is no doubt that he has 
a very concrete idea of the state of 
our universities, and since he thought 
it fir to mention all its unsavoury fea
tures in convocation addresses, where 
euphemism would be considered teas'; 
blameworthy, it is evident how serious 
a view he lakes of them. And yet he 
says (p 20): 

"The great national edifice will 
not spring forth from India's soil 
for wishing of a few persons, how
ever great. It would represent the 
fruit of the sustained and united 
lifelong effort of those who are 
young today. Will the young gene
ration strive to generate these moral 
qualities? Will i t , given these qua
lities, know how to combine and to 
co-operate, completing and being 
completed one by the other? One 
has to be a great optimist to ans
wer these questions in the affirma
tive, I am such an optimist. First, 
because I have never felt the neces
sity nor seen the utility of being 
a pessimist and, secondly, because 
something deep down in me seems 
to furnish me with the belief that 
Providence has destined India to 
be the laboratory in which the 
greatest experiment of cultural syn
thesis wil l be undertaken and suc
cessfully completed. India's mission 
in world history seems to me to be 
the evolution of a distinct type of 
humanity, combining and harmoniz
ing in itself the virtues of the di
verse types which history has pro
duced, all blended together to form 
a new type that might evolve a 
characteristic and, perhaps, more 
satisfactory pattern of civilised exis
tence than those in vogue at pre
sent." 

One meets some people in India 
today who manage to remain optimists 
by carefully doctoring their view of 
reality; one also meets many pessi
mists who find facts dark enough to 
suit their despair. But this combina
tion of realism and optimism is rare. 
The realism commands respect, the 
optimism invites envy and admiration. 

However, the two together make the 

book difficult to review. One can either 
appraise Zakir Husain's idea of edu
cation: in fact, the ideal of the edu
cated man that he puts before us is the 
most valuable feature of the book, an 
ideal which will give it a permanent 
place in educational literature. 

Alternatively, one can deal with the 
shortcomings of our universities that 
he describes, their origins and ways 

"of tinkering with them. But how are 
wc to bridge the gap between the ideal 
and the actual? Zakir Husain neither 
does nor, could in the context, be ex
pected to deal with the question: or 
rather, being an individualist, he tells 
his student audiences to think about 
the problems, to improve themselves 
and in the process to improve the uni
versities. But the possibility of self-
improvement depends, not only on a 
person's will to improve, but also on 
the intellectual equipment that he 
receives from educative institutions 
right from his family to the university. 
Nor is the responsibility entirely the 
educators'; their equipment and the 
environment in which they work 
matter. So there is no getting away 
from questions of organisation; and 
when one faces actual academic orga
nisations, it is difficult to avoid a sense 
of defeat at their monolithic immova
bility, at the dead hand of tradition 
and fear of change. 

The Idea of Education 

Zakir Husain's idea of education is 
very clear (pp 28-29): 

"education is the process of the 
individual mind getting to its full 
possible development. This develop
ment is possible only by contact 
with goods of culture which are the 
products of mental effort of similar 
mental structures. The mind of t h i 
student at the stage of development 
when he comes to the university 
has, besides the initial vital physical 
and psychical functions of the 
human mind, also developed m i l 
lectuaI and spiritual functions whose 
satisfaction makes him experience 
what may be termed the absolute, 
timeless, objective values of, say, the 
True, the Beautiful, the Good, and 
the Holy. When experienced, they 
bring with them a characteristic 

satisfying sense of validity and per
manence and absolute worth. One 
gets committed to them, one strives 
to realise them. They become a 
determining factor in a person's 
scheme of life, its structure of 
values, its choices and preferences. 
Education, in the true sense of the 
word, is helping the individual mind 
to experience these absolute moral 
and spiritual values, so that they in 
turn urge him on to be committed 
to realise them, as best he may, in 
his life and in his work. Whatever 
else the university may or may not 
do, education, in this sense, should 
be its first concern." 

The language might be somewhat 
foreign to a younger, anti-idealistic 
and anti-metaphysical mind, but I 
think the import is clear. The empha
sis of the education must be on the 
individual; it should broaden the range 
of his aesthetic experience and enable 
him to find such experience in learn
ing and in working; and it should make 
of him a better-behaved, more useful 
member of the society. 

This concept of education indicates 
the tasks of universities. The chief of 
them is to mediate between the indi
vidual and the culture, to exhibit the 
attainments of the arts and the sciences 
to students so that they may pick 
whatever suits their inclinations, fur
ther, these arts and sciences are them
selves the result of human thought and 
work; so the universities must also 
show how they are created, how they 
can be created. In other words, they 
must teach the students to advance 
the state of the arts. And as commu
nities they must also educate students 
in the task of living together. 

Our Unversities 
There are many other ideals scat

tered in Zakir Husain's lectures (for 
instance, "science without presupposi
tions": "passion for excellence"); we 
should not, however, go further in our 
summary. The ideas above are enough 
food for thought; and any summary 
would do injustice to the beauty of 
Zakir Husain's presentation. 

From the standpoint of these ideals, 
the picture of our universities is sin-
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gularly depressing. Zakir Husain men
tions a number of features. The ex
pansion of school education and a de
cline in its quality has led to a rapid 
increase in the demand for places in 
universities, which have acquiesced to 
it and debased their standards to meet 
i t . University education limits itself to 
the conveyance of information and 

dogma, and inhibits creative thinking. 
The students are incapable of indepen
dent judgment and an easy prey to 
mass hysteria. 

Some suggestions for improvement 
are latent in the addresses. Thus, inter
disciplinary education might be made 
easier: university lectures might be 
made open to students of all facul

ties. This would require smaller, more 
compact universities which could hold 
all lectures roughly in the same place 
and at the same time. This is the sys
tem of German universities. But if it 
were to be effective, students would 
have to be chosen who are interested 
in and capable of learning a number 
of subjects at the same time. At the 
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present time one gets scholars In our 
universities Who know little of the 
literature of their own subjects, let 
alone other literature. Unless the sel
ection of students becomes more rigo
rous and its principles change, inter
disciplinary teaching will be ineffective 
and wasteful. 

If the objective of teaching is indi
vidual development, Indian universities 
are ill-organised to serve i t , for no 
effort is made to adjust the quantity 
and quality of teaching to individual 
receptivity. Given the large classes, 
the lecturer cannot easily judge the 
pace required and adjust i t ; and owing 
to the great differences in rapidity of 
comprehension, lectures are wasted on 
most students who find them either too 
fast or too slow. This vast majority 
has no interest in lectures unless they 
give fairly accurately what is to be 
written in examinations. Thus lectures 
become an integral part of the mis-
education of the Indian student and 
the more precocious find no substitute 
or supplement. 

German seminars and Biitish 
tutorials have entered some Indian 
universities, but their point has been 
forgotten. Seminars are the best 
medium for a fairly bright student to 
put his skills to the test of criticism 
of his peers while a teacher supervises 
the proceedings. In India, however, the 
attendance of seminars is indiscrimi
nately free and criticism cannot deve
lop in the presence of the dogma that 
is imparted in lectures. And utter tra
vesty is made of tutorials, which are 
a labour-intensive and potentially most 
fruitful way of teaching. They are also 
given indiscriminately to all students; 
as a result, they are spread too thinly, 
and they are given to groups whose 
average degree of interest and parti
cipation is very low. They are *iven 
by the juniormost, least skilled staff 
whose level of knowledge and thinking 
is little higher than of their students. 
No wonder both find it a tiresome 
chore. 

Question of Organisation 

But the major difficulties are orga
nisational—they reside in the inter
relations between individuals and bet
ween institutions. 

Take the question of creative think
ing and research. Every year we get 
back hundred of students who have 
done fruitful research abroad; they 
are absorbed in our academic organi
sations, and yet their research output 
thereafter is negligible. Does our cl i
mate affect them? Or our food? Or 

are they frauds? No; it is the organi
sation of research that is at fault. In 
all our universities, teaching takes pri
macy. The status hierarchy runs 
through teaching; pure research jobs, 
if any, are subordinate or outside the 
pale. Professional teachers guide re
search without any comprehension of 
how research is done. A good guide 
of research would throw up questions, 
criticise ideas, suggest new hypotheses 
and sources. He would ensure that 
there is no break in the flow of re
sources into research, that workers can 
devote long, continuous chunks of rime 
to research. Professional teachers are 
incapable of doing these things; their 
view is that the output of research 
should be maximised and the input 
into it minimised. Their efforts achieve 
just the opposite. 

On the other hand, the input-output 
approach is not applied in the vast 
fields where it would be useful. Thou
sands of man-hours are wasted every 
year on keeping doubtful roll records 
and calculating whether students have 
attended a. minimum number of lec
tures; many more thousands are 
wasted in lectures which students who 
have been forced to attend render 
impossible. Labouring hands sift letters 
to see if they contain unofficial mat
ter, write out details of destination and 
postage on letters in bound volumes, 
keep records of library books issued 
and salaries and wages paid in long 
hand; the use of index cards, the print
ing of repetitive features is quite un
known. Bills of expenses pass through 
the hands of innumerable clerks, each 
more lethargic than the other; invita
tions are sent out after the event. Re
quests for leave are made in triplicate; 
eight copies of applications must be 
enclosed. One university saves money 
by recovering from every employee 10 
paise for the revenue stamp on which 
he signs receipt of his salary, another 
by using semi-brown rough paper for 
stationary, a third by declaring art
icles sent out for publication personal 
letters, a fourth by keeping a re
cord of pencils issued and recovering 
a stub for every new pencil. The 
money so saved is squandered on the 
labour of clerks, peons and heads of 
departments. 

This inefficiency could be excused 
if the job of teaching students were 
done competently. But "democratic" 
pressures dictate expansion of college 
admissions, and university limitations 
on fees ensure that colleges that wish 
to make profits should employ the 
minimum number of teachers per stu
dent. So college lecturers carry im

possible lecture loads, and they have 
no alternative but to teach by rote. 
Democratic pressures also demand a 
high proportion of passes; so exami
nation standards are debased 

Pockets of Excellence 

Democracy is here to stay, and so 
are low standards. The best we can 
hope to do is to create pockets of ex
cellence. Hence it is necessary to de
centralise control—to reduce the power 
of universities and to set up more 
research institutes with some auto
nomy. Such institutes may teach and 
guide research as an auxiliary activity. 
But they must not shelter teachers 
who are nothing but teachers; and they 
must be small enough to dispense with 
red tape and hierarchy. 

Research workers would be useless 
without research facilities. Libraries, 
laboratories and equipment should be 
an integral part of institutes; but there 
is, besides, a powerful need for good 
libraries in our cities. Every city of 
100,000 people should have a good 
library. Library science is highly deve
loped, and if our libraries are badly 
run, it is entirely due to their poverty 
and the ignorance of book selection 
committees. The most painful instance 
is that of the Asiatic Society Library 
in Bombay: while it has been made 
a copyright library it has not been 
given the resources even to catalogue 
the books it receives. Libraries should 
have unlimited resources, and they 
should have outfits for automatic or
dering of books. 

Even if competent research organi
sations are created, their impact on 
the rest of the educational structure 
will be very limited in the present cir
cumstances. Besides, if undergraduate 
teaching remains substandard, research 
organisations wi l l find recruitment 
difficult, and w i l l be dependent on 
imports in the way many existing ones 
are. 

The first step in the reform of the 
educational structure would be to 
equalise the salaries and working con
ditions throughout from schools to 
post-graduate organisations, and to 
make them comparable to those in 
non-educational occupations. Education 
ought to attract the best talent in the 
country, and the competence required 
in teaching children is, if anything, 
greater than what is required further 
down the ladder. 

The (logically, not chronologically) 
next step would be to dispense with 
professional school-teachers. Most 
school subjects—modern languages, 
mathematics and science—are of use 
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in professional practice, and people in 
employment of various sorts can leach 
them quite competently, and perhaps 
more imaginatively than school-teach
ers. If they are paid for school lectures 
at rates comparable to their own salaries 
they are hardly likely to grudge part-
time teaching. Besides, high teaching 
standards can be ensured because their 
number is large and there is scape for 
selection. The less practical subjects 

like Sanskrit, if they must be taught, 
can be left to housewives who would 
thereby acquire some non-domestic in
terests and financial independence. 

Will these reforms bring us nearer 
to Zakir Husain's ideal university? I 
think so. For 'Zakir Husain's aim is 
to create a student who delights in 
learning, who is unhappy in stagnation; 
and it is schools that can serve this 
aim. If a student's curiosity is killed 

by the age of seventeen or eighteen, 
he is unlikely to develop precocity 
later; if, on the other hand, he has 
experienced the adventure of learning 
by then, no amount of university mis-
education wi l l curb him. In fact, he 
will force the university to mend its 
ways, for there is nothing more 
frightening to a. bad teacher and more 
delightful to a good one than a student 
who excels him. 
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